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TODAY’S AGENDA

• THE 2016 CTE CONSENUS
• CLINICAL ASPECTS OF CTE
• LEGAL UPDATE
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SPEAKERS

Rudy Castellani, M.D
American Board of Pathology
(Anatomic Pathology,
Neuropathology);
Vice Chair Pathology Research
and Chief Section of
Neuropathology, West Virginia
University Health Science
Center;
Professor of Pathology,
Rockefeller Neuroscience
Institute
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SPEAKERS

Tannahill Glen, Psy.D

American Board of
Professional Psychology
(Clinical Neuropsychology)
Neurosciences Institute –
Shands Jacksonville
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THE 2016
CTE CONSENSUS
PART I
THE 2016 CTE
CONSENSUS
STATEMENT
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Preliminary NINDS criteria for the
pathological diagnosis of CTE
• Required for diagnosis
– The pathognomonic lesion consists of p-tau
aggregates in neurons, astrocytes, and cell
processes around small vessels in an
irregular pattern at the depths of the cortical
sulci
• Supportive of Diagnosis
– 7 items listed
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The consensus group did not:
1) Adopt a staging scheme
2) Address clinical significance
3) Study traumatic brain injury
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Methodology and Criteria
CTE*

Alzheimer’s Disease**

Clinical context

Any

Dementia

Upper limit of sampling

No

Yes

Upper limit of tau staining

No

Yes

Lower threshold

No

Yes (abundance of tau
plus amyloid beta)

Diagnosis excluded if another
neurological disease diagnosed?

No (“co-morbidities”)

Yes

Diagnosis implies mechanism?

Yes (“traumatic”)

No

Diagnosis implies clinical disease?

Yes (“encephalopathy”)

No

Changes are pathognomonic (i.e.
diagnosis beyond doubt)

Yes

No

*2016 NINDS-NIBIB consensus recommendations
**2012 NIA-AA consensus recommendations
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Issues with CTE narrative
•
•
•
•
•

Constantly evolving
No clinical disease
No scientific causality
No transparency
Advocacy
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CLINICAL ASPECTS
OF
CTE
C
L
I
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OBJECTIVES

• Identify the core
characteristics proposed for
diagnosis of Traumatic
Encephalopathy Syndrome
(TES)
• Discuss supportive symptoms
proposed for the diagnosis of
TES
• Detail the state of research on
the specificity of TES
proposed criteria
• Learn recommendations for
mitigation of risk and
documented benefits of
sports/exercise participation
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Many excellent articles have critically analyzed
neuropathological mechanisms of CTE

CLINICAL
ASPECTS OF
CTE: TES

THE STUDIES

•

From Robert Stern, PhD (Boston
University (2019): “The clinical
phenotype of CTE is still ill-defined

•

Alosco ML, Stern RA. The long-term consequences of repetitive head
impacts: Chronic traumatic encephalopathy. Handb Clin Neurol.
2019;167:337-355. doi: 10.1016/B978-0-12-804766-8.00018-2. PMID:
31753141.

CORE CLINICAL FEATURES of TES
(Montenigro et al, 2014)
• COGNITIVE (at least 1.5 SD below
norms if testing)
• BEHAVIORAL
• MOOD
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•
•
•

THE STUDIES
•
•
•

Reams N, Eckner JT, Almeida AA, et al. A Clinical Approach to the Diagnosis of
Traumatic Encephalopathy Syndrome: A Review [published correction appears in JAMA
Neurol. 2016 Nov 1;73(11):1376]. JAMA Neurol. 2016;73(6):743-749.
doi:10.1001/jamaneurol.2015.5015

• Sensitivity refers to the ability
of a measure or set of
diagnostic criteria to correctly
identify people with a certain
condition
• Specificity refers to ability
to correctly identify those
without the condition
• Poor specificity increases risk
for FALSE POSITIVES—when
a set of symptoms is
mistakenly attributed to
CTE/TES as opposed to some
other condition

SPECIFICITY

UNITE:
Understanding
Neurologic
Injury and
Traumatic
Encephalopat
hy (NIH grant)

CRITICALLY:
No minimum threshold for
exposure is stated, as it remains
unknown
Authors state: “If neurodegeneration
after a single mild TBI is possible,
we would expect this outcome to be
a very rare entity and not to be
emphasized as a common
presentation of TES”
But then again go on to say repetitive
SUBCONCUSSIVE trauma may
suffice instead of multiple concussions
NO neuropsychological profile is
specific to TES

• Recent research presented at
American Academy of Neurology 2020:
examined brain donors with history of
repetitive head trauma
• TES criteria had high sensitivity for
CTE diagnosis (.97!) but terrible
specificity (.23!)
• Improved to .37 when cognitive
symptoms required
• For comparison, our most used
neuropsychological validity measures
run lower sensitivity but specificity of at
least .90 normally much higher>>
reduced risk of false positives
•

Mez J, Alosco M, Daneshvar D, et al. Validity of traumatic encephalopathy
syndrome clinical research criteria for chronic traumatic encephalopathy
pathology: The understanding neurologic injury and traumatic encephalopathy
(UNITE) study. Intended to be presented at the 2020 annual meeting of the
American Academy of Neurology.
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National
Institute of
Neurological
Disorders and
Stroke
(NINDS)
Consensus
Workshop to
Define
Diagnostic
Criteria for
TES (2019)

• Establishing clinical criteria for
TES
• Aim is to improve specificity of
diagnostic criteria for research
and clinical purposes
• In progress

From Iverson, Keene, Perry &
Castellani (2018):

CRITICAL
ANALYSIS of
TES and
Clinical
Symptoms

• The MECHANISM between a
clinical symptom and pathology
has not been demonstrated
• The CORRELATION between
symptom-- a diverse,
multifactorial condition like
DEPRESSION--and CTE
pathology has not been
demonstrated
• It’s not clear that clinical
symptoms are inexorably
PROGRESSIVE

•
•

FACTORS IN
CLINICAL
CORRELATES
OF CTE: must
be accounted
for in research

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Developmental environment
SES including income, occupation,
education-a complex construct
Neurodevelopmental disorders: LD and
ADHD
Normal Aging: NFTs, volume loss, white
matter changes
Psychosocial, adjustment to retirement
Substance abuse
Surgeries and anesthesia
Sleep disturbance
Asken BM, Sullan MJ, Snyder AR, Houck ZM, Bryant VE, Hizel LP,
McLaren ME, Dede DE, Jaffee MS, DeKosky ST, Bauer RM. Factors
Influencing Clinical Correlates of Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy
(CTE): a Review. Neuropsychol Rev. 2016 Dec;26(4):340-363. doi:
10.1007/s11065-016-9327-z. Epub 2016 Aug 25. PMID: 27561662;
PMCID: PMC5507554.
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•

Understanding
Facts and
Debate

•
•
•

•

It’s premature to conclude CTE is
directly/causally related to repetitive
head trauma
CTE lesions in persons without injury
Clinical assessment has been missing or
brief
Symptoms may be vague/nonspecific

LoBue C, Schaffert J, Cullum CM. Chronic traumatic encephalopathy:
understanding the facts and debate. Curr Opin Psychiatry. 2020
Mar;33(2):130-135. doi: 10.1097/YCO.0000000000000580. PMID:
31895156.

LITIGATION
PART II
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Concussions In The News – November 2017
"We can say collectively, in
our collective experience,
that individuals with CTE —
and CTE of this severity —
have difficulty with impulse
control, decision-making,
inhibition of impulses or
aggression, often emotional
volatility and rage
behaviors," said McKee,
who has studied hundreds
of brains from football
players, college athletes and
even younger players,
donated after their deaths.
- Dr. Ann McKee, reported by
AP – Nov 9, 2017
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Concussions in the news – November 2017

“They know I got it. I’ve had
some trauma to my brain. CTE is
diagnosed when you are dead
and gone. They can see what I
have is probably what it is,” he
says. “I’m being proactive. I’m
trying to find ways if I could cut it
off at the pass. To this point,
there is not a whole lot they can
do about it.”
28

-Tony Dorsett, reported in New York Daily News - Nov
5, 2017
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Lehman et al 2016

3439 NFL players from 19591988 seasons were studied
(minimum of 5 seasons per
player)
Followed for 28.9 years after
retirement

Players retired-since 1987
6.1/100,000
Players retired- since 2005
12.5/100,000
Average American man- since 2014
20.1/100,000

Since 2005, NFL players are 48% less likely to commit suicide than the general
population
Since 1987, NFL players are 70% less likely to commit suicide than general
population!

Concussions in the news – November 2017
“The reality is that this game
destroys people’s brains," he
said Tuesday night.
- Bob Costa, reported in USA
Today Sports Nov 8, 2017
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THE REST OF THE STORY . . .
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Archie, et al, v Pop Warner,
USDC CDCA, No. 2:16-cv06603.
32
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Archie v Pop Warner
• Oct 20, 2017: Dismissed four “fear of CTE” claims

• Sept 11, 2019: Denied class certification

• Dec 27, 2019: Summary judgment on specific causation
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NFL Concussion Injury
Litigation
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NFL Concussion Injury
Litigation
NFL concussion class certified because:
“compensation would be uncertain”.
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Humphries v Sherman

Homicide Case:
CTE Defense Denied
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Bradley v NCAA
“Second Hit” claim
Dismissed: Valid Participant
Waiver
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Oyschko v NCAA
Claim that football caused ALS
Defense Verdict
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THANKS FOR ATTENDING!
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Thank you for joining us today!
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Anthony P.
Strasius
Partner

Contact
Miami, FL Wellington, FL
Sarasota, FL
p. 305.341.2287
f. 305.579.0261
anthony.strasius@wilsonelser.com

Services
Accountants
Admiralty & Marine
Architects & Engineers
Commercial Litigation
Cybersecurity & Data Privacy
Germany
Information Governance

Tony Strasius is the regional managing partner of the Miami and West Palm Beach o ces. He
is a civil litigator who has successfully tried numerous complex and high-exposure cases in
federal and state courts in Florida. Tony handles a diverse array of cases in Florida and in
many other state and federal jurisdictions throughout the United States, including the
defense of product liability; toxic tort; professional liability, including miscellaneous medical
and senior living& aging services; and commercial matters, in addition to cases under the
complex international body of admiralty and maritime law. He has been involved with bad
faith, insurance and appellate issues in connection with all of his areas of concentration. Tony
serves as panel and/or approved counsel for several Fortune 500 corporations and for
insurance companies.

Medical Malpractice & Health
Care

Clients often retain Tony for his extensive litigation and trial experience and for his practical,
e cient and responsive approach to handling their cases. When retained on a matter, Tony
becomes fully invested in e ciently and expediently solving his client’s problem with both
legal and practical business goals in mind at all times. With nearly 20 years of litigation
experience, Tony consistently is able to e ectively and successfully accomplish his clients’
objectives.

National Trial Team

View Tony's exemplar trial experience.

Professional Liability & Services

Areas of Focus

Insurer Litigation:
Coverage/Extra-Contractual

Product Liability, Prevention &
Government Compliance
Toxic Tort
United Kingdom
Life Sciences

Admissions
Bars
Florida, Wisconsin

Courts
U.S. Court of Appeals, Eleventh Circuit
U.S. District Court, Northern District of
Florida
U.S. District Court, Middle District of
Florida
U.S. District Court, Southern District of
Florida

Product Liability
In the product liability area, Tony practices extensively in defending manufacturers and
distributors of medical devices and pharmaceuticals in device cases involving ventilators,
endoscopy tools, catheters, rehab machines and hospital equipment, among many other
products, and in pharmaceutical cases ranging from fen phen to herbal products such as
ephedra. Tony frequently defends foreign manufacturers of medical devices, including
companies based in Germany, France and England, that often are unfamiliar with U.S.
litigation. He has represented several of these companies in class actions led in the United
States. Tony also defends manufacturers of heavy machinery, industrial machinery, engines
(including recent litigation involving European consortium-built “pod” engines utilized for
large ship propulsion, in the Queen Mary II and Crystal Serenity), boats, marine products, pool
products, and electronics (including computers and computer components). Tony is a
frequent speaker and panelist at various meetings and seminars relating to product liability
defense.
Toxic Tort
Tony has extensive experience handling toxic tort matters, particularly toxic mold cases,
asbestos matters and fertilizer run-o cases involving allegations that golf course fertilizers
caused contamination and injuries. He has handled fuel contamination matters originating
from the Miami-Dade County International Airport’s “fuel farm.” In addition, Tony has

U.S. District Court, Eastern District of
Wisconsin

Memberships & A liations
American Bar Association
State Bar of Florida
State Bar of Wisconsin
Dade County Defense Bar
Defense Research Institute (DRI)
Florida Defense Lawyers Association

Awards & Distinctions
John Edward Smith Child Advocacy
Award, 2014, presented by
Lawyers for Children America

Education
Marquette University, J.D., 1993,
Member- Marquette University Law Review

Dickinson School of Law, International
Law Program
University of Michigan, B.A., 1990

Certi cations/Licenses

experience in complex litigation related to pharmaceuticals and non-FDA-approved herbal
supplements, in which large groups of plainti s alleged various injuries from one medication
or product.
Professional Liability
Tony’s professional liability practice includes the defense of attorneys and legal
professionals, accountants, physicians and medical personnel, real estate brokers and
appraisers, environmental assessors, consultants and remediation professionals, and
architectural and engineering professionals throughout the State of Florida. In association
with defense of these matters, Tony routinely handles issues before professional boards and
agencies, representing individual professionals in disciplinary and licensing matters. He has
appeared as a speaker and panelist on numerous occasions to present topics relating to
professional liability in Florida.
Commercial and General Liability
Tony has extensive experience in commercial and other general liability matters. He
represents commercial clients primarily in litigation matters. He also represents the interests
of his clients in transactional matters with other commercial entities and in negotiations with
local government authorities, including a recent signi cant “trams” contract with the Port of
Miami.
He has obtained a number of favorable resolutions and jury verdicts in general liability
matters, including defense verdicts for NHL and NBA franchises, as well as for resorts and
properties located in South Florida and the Caribbean.
Employment
Tony has handled a variety of employments matters and cases, which include the defense of
racial, age and sex discrimination matters, commercial non-compete and employment
agreement disputes, and whistleblower and retaliation actions. He has defended these from
pre-suit to trial, and has tried commercial matters involving employment issues as well.

Representative Matters
Defended manufacturer in $6 million claim brought in state court in Miami-Dade County, FL,
alleging that a defective man-lift caused permanent and severe injuries to plainti ’s legs and
back. Settled favorably for con dential amount in low six- gures.
Defended manufacturer in $18 million claim brought in state court in Miami-Dade County, FL,
alleging that a defective loader at the Port of Miami caused plainti ’s head to be crushed.
Case settled favorably prior to jury selection for con dential amount in low six- gures.
Defended manufacturer in $12 million claim brought in state court in Broward County, FL,
alleging that pharmaceutical product caused plainti to su er stroke. Case settled favorably
on eve of trial for con dential amount in low six- gures.
Defended manufacturer in $3 million claim brought in state court in Broward County, FL,
alleging that defective electrical equipment destroyed a yacht. Case settled favorably on eve
of trial for con dential amount less than six gures.
Defended manufacturer in $1.4 million claim brought in state court in Miami-Dade County, FL,
alleging a defective ergometer caused permanent injuries to the plainti . Won defense
verdict for client.
Defended manufacturer in $3 million claim brought in state court in Miami-Dade County, FL,
alleging that a defective scooter lift was the proximate cause of an amputation of plainti ’s
leg. Won defense verdict for client.
Defended manufacturer in $600 million wrongful death, fraud and misrepresentation action
brought by the family of a major league baseball player who died after taking pharmaceutical
product ephedra. Case settled favorably on eve of trial for con dential amount in low seven
gures.

Defended manufacturer in $1.35 million claim brought in state court in Miami-Dade County,
FL, alleging that defective product caused plainti to sustain ear and facial injuries. Case
settled favorably mid-trial for con dential amount in mid ve- gures.
Defended NHL hockey team in $3 million claim brought in state court in Broward County, FL,
by plainti who sustained injury while attending a hockey game. Won defense verdict for
client.
Represented defendant in $5 million professional liability claim involving a commercial
development. Case settled at trial for con dential amount in the six gures.
Represented architect in arbitration of malpractice claim brought in Miami-Dade County, FL,
involving multitude of issues with respect to a luxury residential property. Won defense
verdict for client.
Handled arbitration of commercial dispute brought in Palm Beach County, FL, involving
alleged fraud by a real estate broker. Won con dential six- gure award for client.
Reached favorable settlement mid-trial for golf course operator in commercial matter seeking
$1.35 million in damages.

Anthony B.
Corleto
Partner

Contact
Stamford, CT White Plains, NY
p. 203.388.2404
f. 203.388.9101
anthony.corleto@wilsonelser.com

Services
Commercial Litigation
Commercial Contracts &
Agreements
Complex Tort & General
Casualty
Corporate Governance &
Compliance
Insurer Litigation:
Coverage/Extra-Contractual
Insurance & Reinsurance
Coverage
Intellectual Property &
Technology
Italy
Land Use & Zoning
Lawyers
Municipal/Local Government
National Trial Team
Real Property

Admissions
Bars
Connecticut, New York

Courts
U.S. Court of Appeals, Second Circuit
U.S. District Court, District of
Connecticut

Awards & Distinctions
AV® Rated by Martindale-Hubbell

Tony Corleto focuses on commercial litigation, lawyers’ professional liability and sports risk
matters. His experience covers intellectual property, corporate, construction, insurance
coverage and bad faith, environmental and employment practice liability issues. Tony
regularly tries cases and argues appeals in the state and federal courts of Connecticut and
New York.
Before his legal career, Tony worked as a commercial casualty underwriter and risk
management consultant. He also has served as general counsel for a software company
where he handled copyright, trademark, trade secret and licensing matters. Tony also serves
as general counsel for a nationwide sport governing body and for a nationwide
environmental consultancy.
Whether Tony is managing a data breach for a gaming company or litigating traumatic brain
injury claims, he looks beyond the issue of immediate concern to better understand how it
originated. This allows him to help clients avoid similar problems in the future.

Areas of Focus
Commercial Services
In commercial litigation and transactions, Tony represents a wide range of clients, including
consulting organizations in the technology, environmental and market research sectors;
general and trade contractors; insurance companies and brokers; community association
directors and o cers; and software developers.
Tony has handled branding/identity projects, franchise matters, and transfers of
environmentally impaired properties. He has litigated commercial disputes involving
trademark, copyright, trade dress and patent infringement claims. Tony also has managed
numerous transactions involving licensing, executive employment, spin-o s, mergers, buybacks and technology transfers.
Tony's recent commercial engagements also include a trademark dispute over machine tool
parts, a copyright dispute involving a housewares designer, and various trade secret matters
between competitors.
Complex Tort: Sport Concussion
As general counsel and lead litigator for a nationwide sport governing body, Tony advises on
strategic matters and leads the defense of high exposure cases, including CTE class action
cases. Tony co-chairs the rm’s Sports Concussion practice team and regularly lectures or
leads panel discussions on the medico-legal issues surrounding CTE litigation.
Municipal Liability
Tony has successfully defended property rights claims brought by developers and
landowners, wrongful arrest claims brought by detainees, defective road claims, drainage and
sewer claims, employment claims, and claims under the federal Religious Land Use and

Education
Pace University School of Law, J.D.,
1989
College of Insurance, B.B.A., 1983

Certi cations/Licenses

Institutionalized Persons Act. He has secured defense verdicts, summary judgments and
other favorable outcomes for a number of towns and villages. In addition to his litigation
work for municipal clients, Tony consults and works on insurance coverage disputes.

Representative Matters
Commercial
Won summary judgment dismissal of tortious interference, unfair trade practice and breach
of contract claims in federal court in the District of Connecticut on behalf of an insurance
company client. Plainti , an independent adjuster, commenced this action to recover
payment of unpaid invoices and for breach of an alleged agreement to use the adjuster's
services exclusively in Connecticut and Western Massachusetts. Defendant withheld payment
and ended the relationship when an internal audit revealed a pattern of fraudulent billing by
plainti , and brought a counterclaim for a rmative relief. Court dismissed plainti 's breach
of contract claims; defendant's counterclaims and plainti 's claim for unpaid invoices also
were resolved favorably for the client.
Resolved a commercial dispute between a landlord client and a tenant that was chronically
delinquent in paying rent and was preparing to vacate the premises prior to the expiration of
the lease. In a rare move, the court granted the Writ of Attachment in an amount $240,000,
which covered both back rent and the remaining balance of the lease.
Obtained a defense verdict in a trespass/property damage claim brought in Connecticut
Superior Court by the owner of a Greenwich, CT, estate home against the owner and builder
of the adjacent property. Plainti claimed that the construction company, while doing work
on the adjacent property owned by the co-defendant, trespassed on her property, damaging
a vintage rock wall and disrupting the grade. Successfully argued that plainti failed to meet
her burden of proof.
Represent a national nonpro t youth football organization as a defendant in a variety of
matters arising from league operations across the country, including defeating injunctions
brought by three disquali ed teams seeking to gain post-season berths in regional
championships.
Municipal
Obtained dismissal of a Religious Land Use and Institutionalized Persons Act (RLUIPA) case in
the Eastern District of New York against an environmental engineering consulting rm.
Plainti , the Roman Catholic Diocese of Rockville Centre, NY, acquired a 97-acre parcel of land
in the Village of Old Westbury to develop a cemetery. After the Village denied a permit
because cemeteries were not within the building code, the diocese sued, claiming the
cemetery would be used for religious purposes and therefore would be allowed under
RLUIPA. The diocese prevailed on appeal, with the stipulation that the project be subject to
State Environmental Quality Review (SEQR) process. Our client, the environmental consulting
rm, was hired by the Village to establish ground water monitoring and management criteria
under which a cemetery could be developed, if feasible. The rm recommended stringent
criteria to avoid contamination of the main source of water on Long Island. The diocese
claimed the rm violated RLUIPA and the rst and 14th amendments of the U.S. Constitution
because its criteria for the cemetery were more stringent than regional criteria for similar
non-religious uses (e.g., golf courses). We successfully argued that plainti failed to articulate
facts demonstrating religious animus or an interference with the exercise of religious beliefs.
Won defense verdict for a Connecticut municipal Board of Education and its o cials in a
student "bullying" case. Complainant initially leveled claims of common law negligence and
violations of the Connecticut "bullying" statute. Court granted defendants' initial motion to
strike the bullying claim on the grounds that the statute did not create a private cause of
action. Motions for summary judgment based on governmental and quali ed immunity were
denied for "questions of fact."

